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The Little, Brown Handbookguillemets hyphen hyphen-minus - question mark ? quotation marks ''""
semicolon ; slash, stroke, solidus / Word dividers interpunct space General typography ampersand &
asterisk * at sign backslash bullet caret ^ dagger degree ditto mark inverted exclamation mark
inverted question mark komejirushi, kome, reference mark numbersign, pound, hash, octothorpe #
numero sign obelus multiplication sign ordinal indicator percent, per mil % plus and minus + equals
sign = basis point pilcrow prime section sign tilde underscore, understrike vertical bar, pipe,
brokenbar Intellectual property copyright sound-recording copyright registered trademark service
mark trademark Currency currency sign currency symbols $ Uncommon typography asterism hedera
index, fist interrobang irony punctuation lozenge tie Related Diacritics Logic symbols Whitespace
characters In other scripts Chinese Hebrew Japanese Korean Category Portal Book v t e When the
ellipse is placed alone into a parenthesis (.) orless oftenbetween brackets [], which is what happens
usually within a text transcription, it means the original text had more contents on the same position
but are not useful to our target in the transcriptionName Character Unicode UTF-8 HTML entity name
or Numeric character reference Use Horizontal ellipsis U+2026 0xE2 0x80 0xA6 … General Laotian
ellipsis U+0EAF 0xE0 0xBA 0xAF ຯ General Mongolian ellipsis U+1801 0xE1 0xA0 0x81 ᠁ General
Thai ellipsis U+0E2F 0xE0 0xB8 0xAF ฯ General Vertical ellipsis U+22EE 0xE2 0x8B 0xAE &vellip;
Mathematics Midline horizontal ellipsis U+22EF 0xE2 0x8B 0xAF ⋯ Mathematics Up-right diagonal
ellipsis U+22F0 0xE2 0x8B 0xB0 ⋰ Mathematics Down-right diagonal ellipsis U+22F1 0xE2 0x8B
0xB1 ⋱ Mathematics Presentation form for vertical horizontal ellipsis U+FE19 0xEF 0xB8 0x99 ︙
Vertical form The Free DictionaryIn the TeX typesetting system, the following types of ellipsis are
available:

Raymond Chandler: Stories and Early NovelsIt is also used to indicate so called variadic functions in
the C, C++ and Java languages1 , 2 , 3 , … , 100 {displaystyle 1,2,3,ldots ,100} Unicode recognizes
a series of three period characters (U+002E) as compatibility equivalent (though not canonical) to
the horizontal ellipsis character.[25]According to the Associated Press, the ellipsis should be used to
condense quotationsIf the ellipsis is at the end of a sentence, the final full stop is omitted.[15]Wiley
(2003), page 138 ^ MDN - text-overflow ^ CSS Basic User Interface Module Level 3 - text-overflow ^
Simpson, J (2005)Style guides often have their own rules governing the use of ellipsesAn ellipsis
(plural ellipses; from the AncientGreek: , lleipsis, "omission" or "falling short") is a series of dots
(typically three, such as "") that usually indicates an intentional omission of a word, sentence, or
whole section from a text without altering its original meaning.[1]^ as coined by Virginia Woolf in her
short story The Mark on The Wall -- or so do notes in Penguin Books' edition (Virginia Woolf: Selected
Short Stories) suggest

When an ellipsis replaces a fragment omitted from a quotation, the ellipsis is enclosed in
parentheses or square bracketsIn Chinese[edit]Caesura Cohesion (linguistics) Elision Omission or
deletion of a sound or syllable Leader (typography) A row of characters (usually dots or dashes) to
connect items across a page (as in a table of contents) Leiden Conventions Line break (poetry) Pausa
In Spanish, ellipsis is commonly used as a substitute of et cetera at the end of unfinished lists^
Maness, Jack M"Relational work in synchronous text-based CMC of virtual teams"Toronto: Pearson
LongmanUniversity Libraries University of Colorado at Boulder.?)When material is omitted at the end
of a paragraph and also immediately following it, an ellipsis goes both at the end of that paragraph
and at the beginning of the next, according to this style.[11] 8ca7aef5cf
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